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A general criterion which may be viewed as a natural generalization of 
Eisenstein’s criterion to a finite number of algebraic numbers over an arbitrary 
number field K is given. As a consequence of this criterion, sufftcient conditions for 
the following general problems are obtained: 
Problem 1: Let x,, x2, . . . . x, be algebraic numbers with degrees < n,, n2, . . . . n, 
over K, respectively. When does the field K(.Y,, xz, . . . . x,) have degree n,nz. ..n, 
over K? 
Problem 2: Let x1, x2, . . . . .x,$ be as stated in problem 1. Under what condi- 
tions is .Y~ + .Y? + fx, a primitive element of Ktx, . x2, .._, I,) over K? 
A series of interesting corollaries of our main results is also given. For example, 
we show that the algebraic number p?‘~+p~‘“2+ “’ +ptlnf has degree nin2 . ..n. 
over Q, where p,, p2. . . . . ps are distinct primes. ‘C’ 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Mordell [7] proposed the following problem (called Problem 1 in the 
present paper): 
Problem 1. Let K be an algebraic number field and x,, x2, . . . . x,~ be 
algebraic numbers of degrees n,, n2, . . . . n, over K, respectively. When does 
the field K(x,, x2, . . . . x,) have degree n, n2 . . n, over K? 
This holds if either the degrees or the discriminants over K of the fields 
W,), WA . . . . W-J are relatively prime in pairs. The first part is 
obvious. The second part, for s= 2, as pointed out in [7], is given as 
Theorem 87 in Hilbert’s report on algebraic numbers. The result for 
general s follows easily. 
* Supported by the NNSF of China. 
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For the special case when x1, x2, . . . . x, are specified roots of the respec- 
tive equations 
x”l=a 13 x”l=a 2, . ..> ,+=a s1 (1) 
where a a r, *, . . . . a, are numbers in K, Besicovitch [l] first obtained, by 
elementary method, the following result: 
THEOREM A. Suppose K = Q, the rational number field, and 
4 =b,h a2=b2p2, . . . . a,=bsps9 
where ply p2 , . . . . p, are distinct primes, and b,, b2, . . . . b, are positive integers 
not divisible by any of these primes. If x1, x2, . . . . x, are positive real roots of 
the equations in (l), then 
CQb,, x2, . . . . x,):Q] =n1n2...n,. 
Mordell [7 J considered two types of more general fields K. For the first, 
K and xi, x2, . . . . x, are all real. For the second, K includes the 
n, th, n,th, . . . . n,th roots of unity. He obtained the following: 
THEOREM B. Let K and x,, x2, . . . . x, be as stated above. If there exists 
no relation of the form 
x”‘x; 1 . ..xVJ=a s 3 (2) 
where a is a number in K. unless 
vl = 0 (mod n,), v2 3 0 (mod n,), . . . . v, z 0 (mod n,), 
then 
CW, > x2, . . . . x,):K] =n1n2...n,. 
Other simple cases were also considered [see 2, 6, 9, lo]. In particular, 
valuation theory was used in [23 to obtain 
[Q(P:‘~,P:‘~, . . . . pf’“):Q] =nS. 
A related question is 
Problem 2. Let x1, x2, . . . . x, be as stated in Problem 1. Under what 
conditions is x, +x2 + .. . +x, a primitive element of K(x,, x2, . . . . x,) 
over K? 
For this problem, when the x’s are radical roots, some treatments are given 
by Ervin [5 J and Mostoski [8]. Divis [4] obtained the following results: 
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THEOREM C. Let K be any field. If a + /I? is not a generator of the com- 
posite field K(cc, j?), where K(U) and K(P) are linearly disjoint separable 
algebraic extensions of the field K of degrees m and n, then the characteristic 
of K is a divisor of mn or it is smaller than min(m, n)/2. 
Note. Theorem C is only part of the main results in [4] and will be 
used in the proof of Theorem 1 below. 
In the present paper, we shall give, by following the method used in [2], 
a general result which may be viewed as a natural generalization of 
Eisenstein’s criterion to a finite number of algebraic numbers over an 
arbitrary number field. Theorem A is only a very special case of our result 
(Theorem 1 below), and the condition that all the x’s are real in 
Theorem A will be proved to be unnecessary. In Theorem B, the field K 
depends on the x’s. When K is not real, the situation is even worse, because 
there are only finite number of n,, n2, ..,, n, satisfying the given conditions 
in this case. Practically, condition (2) is difficult to verify. These restrictive 
conditions do not appear in our results. Theorem 1, given in Section 2, 
seems to be fundamental, like Eisenstein’s criterion. 
II. NOTATIONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let K be an arbitrary number field, Q be the rational field. It is known 
that each nonarchimedean valuation of Q is a p-adic valuation (pp for some 
prime p, and each nonarchimedean valuation cp of K is an extension of 
some ‘pp to K. Since [K :Q] <w, there are only a finite number of non- 
archimedean valuations of K whose restrictions on Q are qp for some fixed 
prime p. In what follows, we denote by v(or up) the normalized exponential 
form of cp(or cp,). If v(o = v,, we write t(v,) = p. 0, denotes the ring of 
algebraic integers in K. Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let 
f,(X)=J”‘+ai,,.x”‘- ‘+ .‘. +qn,, 1 < i < s, 
where all the a’s are in OK. 
If there exist nonarchimedean valuations vl, vz, . . . . u,~ of K such that 
t(v1) = PI > t(b) = p2r . . . . t(v,) = p, are distinct primes, and that 
Vi(%,) = 1, ~i(~;,,,) = 0, Vi(Qk\,) 2 1: 
where 1 < i, j, k <s, i # j, 1 < r < nk - 1, then, for any choice of the roots of 
f;(X), SOY Xi, 1 <i < S, we have 
CK(x,, x 2, . . . . x,):K] =nlnz...n .$ (3) 
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[K(x, +x2+ .-. +x,):K] =n,n2...n,. (4) 
Remarks. (i) In general, the condition that pi # p, for i # j in 
Theorem 1 is necessary. To see this, take K to be Q(i), then Qx = Zci]. Let 
p be a rational prime E 1 (mod 4), then p = (a + ib)(a - ib), where a + ib 
and a- ib are different primes in Z[i]. It is easily verified that 
[Q(i)(vla+ib, Ja):Q(i)] = 2. 
(ii) Let fi(X) =~“,-a~, 1 ,<i<s, where the a’s are as stated in 
Theorem A. Then v1 = up,, . . . . v, = up, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. 
Hence the condition that x1, x2, . . . . x, are real in Theorem A may be 
removed. 
From the point of valuation theory, the following corollary is obvious. 
COROLLARY 1. Letfi(x) (1 <i<s) be as in Theorem 1. If 0, isa unique 
factorization domain and there exist prime elements fi,, /12, . . . . /l, of Ox such 
that, for each rational prime p, there is at most one of them dividing p, and 
that the conditions 
Pi Ilai,n,, ai! ai,“,, Pil ak,r, 1 < i, j, k Q s, i#j, 1 dr<nk-1, 
are satisfied, then, for any choice of the roots of fi(x), say xi, 1 < i < s, we 
have 
PW,, xz, ..a, x,):K] =nln2...n, 
[K(x,+x,+ ... +x,):K]=n,nZ...n,. 
In particular, we have 
CQ(p:‘“‘, ..a> pi’“s):Q]= [Q(p:‘“‘+ ... +ptlnS):Q]=n,nz...n,, 
where pl, p2, . . . . p, are any distinct primes and ptlni may be any n,th root of 
pifor 1 <i<s. 
When K is a cyclotomic field, i.e., K = Q({,) for some primitive mth root 
of unity c,, it is interesting and useful to evaluate [K(pf”‘l, . . . . pf’“‘):K] 
explicitly. The case when n, = n2 = . . = n, = n and n 1 m was considered in 
[3], and the explicit value was obtained there. As a simple application of 
Theorem 1, using basic facts in cyclotomic field theory, we shall obtain the 
following result: 
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THEOREM 2. Let pl, p2, . . . . p, be distinct primes and n,, n2, . . . . n,Y be any 
positive integers satisfying (ni, fj(pT)) = 1 if pl\m, m = p::lm,, (mi, pi) = 1, 
where q5( p:) = p,:- ’ (pi - 1). Then we have 
~QKAP:‘“‘, . . . . ~f’“‘):QKm)l 
= [Q(I,)(p:‘“‘+ ... + p.~.““‘bQL)l 
=n,nz...n,V, (5) 
where pf!“’ may be any n, th root of pi (1 < i < s). 
Note. The fact that (5) is not true for the general case was shown 
in [3]. 
III. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
Clearly, we may assume that each n,> 1. Let o,, . . . . u, be as stated in 
Theorem 1, and vr) be any one of the extension of v, to K(x,, . . . . x,), ut.“’ 
be the restriction of u?) on A, = K(x,, . . . . xk) (0 Q k ,< s - 1). We first prove 
the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. The ramification indices of vy’ (0 d k<s- 1) over V, ( = u:“) 
are all powers ofp,T. 
Proof: We shall use induction on k for 0 d k d s - 1. If k = 0, then the 
ramification index of up) over u,~ is 1 (=pp’), and the lemma is true. Sup- 
pose it is true for integers <k - 1 (1 <k < s); we proceed to prove that it 
is true for k. Since the ramification index of vi’-” over v,, by the induction 
hypothesis, is a power of ps, we only need to prove that the ramification 
index of vi”’ over u, (k - i’ (denoted by e) is a power of ps. 
Let ds, _, be the completion of Ak _ , with respect to vik - “, and ak be 
the completion of A, with respect to u,~ . (k’ It is known that e(ak\dk.. i) = 
e(Ak\Ak.-,)=e,v, (k) is determined by certain Ak _, isomorphisms A of A, 
into the algebraic dOSUre li? Of a& ). Moreover, d”k = d”k _ i(Axk) (cf. [ 11. 
Theorem 2-4-61). Hence d, is a finite extension of dk ~, Therefore we 
have 
where f = f(Jk\dk ~ i ) = f(d,\d k I ) is the residue class degree of ak over 
d” k-, (Or A, Over A,_ 1). 
In order to determine the right side of (6), we consider the minimal poly- 
nomial of Axk over JkP i. Clearly, it is a factor of f,(x). The residue class 
field of d, .~ , at u”I” ~ ‘) is a finite field F,:. Write nk = mk p:, where p.,lm,. 
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From ~,(a,,~)> 1 for 1 <j<n,- 1, us(uk,J =O, and the fact that every 
nonzero element of a finite field of characteristic p is a pth power of some 
element in this field, we have the identities in FpY[x] 
fk(x) = xnk + ak.nk = (Xrnk + C/J+ = fi (gi(X))q 
i=l 
where g,(X) (1 <i< Y) are distinct manic irreducible polynomials in 
F,;[x], none of them having multiple roots. By Hensel’s lemma, we have 
the factorization offk(x) 
fkb) = h,(x) h*(x). . . k(x), 
where hi(x) (1 < i$ r) are distinct manic irreducible polynomials with 
coefficients in Odk-,= (x~d”~-~(t~~‘-‘)(x)>Oj and 
w4 = MW:“, deg(hi(x))=p:” deg(gi(x)) (7) 
for 1 < i < r. Obviously, the minimal polynomial of Lxzx, is one of hi(x), say 
h,(x). Thus we have 
[d”k:dk-,] = [d”k--l(A~k):dk--l] =deg(h,(x)). 
Combining this with (6) and (7), we have 
ef = of’ degM.4). (8) 
Since h,(Lx,).=O, (7) shows that g,(z)=O. Hence deg(g,(x))]f, and by 
(8) we get elp:. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We first prove that (3) and (4) are equivalent 
under the conditions of Theorem 1. The fact that (4) implies (3) is obvious. 
For (3) * (4), we have to use Theorem C. From (3) we can easily check 
that K(x,, x2, . . . . xk- , ) and K(xk) are linearly disjoint over K for 1 d k .< J. 
By applying Theorem C repeatedly, we get successively the following: 
W,, -4 = K(x, + ~2) 
K(x,, x2, x3) = Wx, +x2, ~3) = W, +x2 + xx) 
M-x,, xz, ..-, x,)=K(x,+x,+ .--+Xk-1,Xk)=K(X,+X2+ ... +xk). 
Now we begin to prove (3) by induction on k for A, = K(x,, x2, . . . . xk). If 
k= 1, it follows from Eisenstein’s criterion that [A, :K] =n,. Suppose that 
[A,-,:K]=n,n,..-n,_, for some k, 1 <k <s; we prove that [d,:K] = 
n,n2, ..nk. 
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Without loss of generality; we may assume that k = s. Let V, = K(x,) and 
consider the diagram of field inclusions 
A., 
V, 4-1 
K 
where A,= A. If [A:K] = N, then 
N 
[A:A.,- I]=~,~,...~ 
s- I 
Let vy-- ” be any extension of v, to A,-, , uy’ be any extension of vy ‘) to 
A A (,I ) be the restriction 
tion indices of v? over v 
of vcs) 
/&I) 
on A,. Denote by e, e’, and e” the ramifica- 
and u:-~ I), respectively. 
Since 9, is a iotally ra’mifiid’extension of K (see [ 11, Theorem 3-3-l I), 
the ramification index of A!,‘) is n,. By Lemma 1, the ramification index of 
v(‘- ” over v., is a power of pJ, say p:. Then we have e’n., = e = e”py, and 
hence 
Let p: I\ n,s, then 
n I, -5 e. 
Pf’ Ii 
(9) 
Suppose that there are exactly g extensions of vi:‘- ” to A. Denote their 
corresponding ramification indices over vr- ” by e,, e2, . . . . eg and their 
corresponding residue class degrees over vi.‘- ” by f, ,f2, . . ..f.. Let vr’ run 
over all these g extensions; then from (9) we get 
(10) 
Since 
rf,r,/-CA:d,~,l=~~~~.~~ 
s 1 
we conclude from (10) that 
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By the symmetry of n,, n2, . . . . n,, we have 
n,n,A-.n, 
Pf 
N, 1 <iis. 
For s 3 2, we have 
(11) 
[ 
nln2 . ..n. n,n,...n s v2 . . . n, 
Pf’ 
3 
P;2 
9 .*., 
PI 1 
=n,n,...n,. 
By (11) we get 
nln2 . ..n.j N. 
On the other hand, we obviously have N,< n,n2. ..n,, so we have 
N=n,n2...n,Y. Q.E.D. 
In order to prove Theorem 2, we need a simple lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let K be a number field, OK its integer ring. For any a E OK 
and any positive integer n, $ there exists a prime ideal /? of OK such that 
(va(a), n) = 1, then xn - a is irreducible over K. Moreover, for each root 8 of 
x” - a, K(8) is a totally ram$ed extension of K with ramification index 
e = n. 
ProojI Let P be the prime divisor of K corresponding to j3, R be any 
extension of P to K(8), and up and vn be the normalized exponential valua- 
tions belonging to P and R respectively. From 8” -a = 0 we have 
no,(o) = vR(a) = evp(a) = va(a). Since (vp(a), n) = 1, we must have n 1 e. But 
e<n, soe=n. Q.E.D. 
In the proofs of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, if we use Lemma 2 instead of 
the properties of Eisenstein polynomials when irreducibility of polynomials 
and totally ramified field extensions are concerned, we shall get the 
following assertion: 
THEOREM 3. Let fi(x) = xnf - a,, 1 d i < s, where a, E OK. Suppose there 
exist prime ideals /I,, /I*, . . . . BS of OK such that, for each rational prime p, 
there is at most one of them dividing p, and that the conditions 
(vp,(aj), ni) = 1, Vp,(aj)=O 
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are satisfied for 1 6 i, j< s and i # j. Then, for any choice qf the roots of 
C(x), say x,, 1 <i$s, we have 
VW,, ~2, . . . . x,):K]=n,n,...n,, 
[K(x,+x,+ ... +~~):K]=n,n,...n,~. 
Proof qf Theorem 2. According to cydotomic field theory, for any 
prime p, if p j m, then p is unramified in 0,; if p 1 m, m = p’m’, where p 1 m’, 
and then 
POK = (8, p2 . . . B,P? 
where fl, , b2, . . . . /?I are distinct prime ideals of OK. By applying Theorem 3 
fora,=p,,a,=p, ,..., a,=p,, we get Theorem 2 immediately. Q.E.D. 
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